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(eg) using D-Dupe: An Entity Resolution tool 
Moving from manual to semi-automated data ‘harvesting’
Melbourne Research Windows - providing user configurable views and analysis
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Users: academic and administrative
Perspectives: individual, informal research groupings, academic units (eg departments/faculties), institutional
Introducing Melbourne Research Windows
The web-accessible ‘Windows’ (University login required)
Window on a Researcher
General Details
Funding
Esteem 
Publications
Analysis
Collaboration
Average citations per paper per year
Network Diagrams
Publications by Category
Searchable Publication List 
with citations from Thomson WOS
Qualifications, Memberships, Distinctions, Editorships…
Searchable Funding, 
amounts awarded, sponsors 
Assignments, Research Expertise, International Linkages
Features: Collaboration Diagrams
Features: Build your own lists…
Features: Integration of external data sources
ERA journal rankings as a bibliometric
Thomson WOS citations
Coverage dial provides context
Window on a Department
Research Staff
Funding
Publications
Research Outputs by 
Research Classification
Collaboration
HERDC Publications 
by category
Publications by 
current staff cohort
Dept Publications 
by ERA Classification
Group Agreements and Publications 
by ERA, FOR, SEO Classifications
Research Staff 
including Honorary 
Appointments
Window on a Research Classification
Publications
Output by Department
Associated Staff
Funding
Associated Journals
Collaboration
View Activity profile over time
Windows on Journals, Individual Publications and 
Agreements
Journal Publication Agreement
Publication Activity
(UoM Staff) 
Journal Bibliomaniacs
University of 
Melbourne 
Editorships Links out to the Web of Science
Awarded Funds 
by Year
Download and analyse further
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Explorations: adhoc reports
- eg baselining aggregate collaborations
Build Engineering 
and Medicine 
Department Lists  
Download funding 
Data and Compare 
in Excel
(Total time: 30mins)
Explorations: adhoc reports 
– eg baselining small group collaborations
J White
B Brown
A Grey
K Black
Explorations: adhoc reports - eg International 
links from user constructed researcher lists
• International Coverage Map
Explorations: roles people play in networks
Source: Gould & Fernandez, 1989
Top 10 Brokers – Mechanical Engineering 2010: Analysis J Zenkic
Researcher 1
Researcher 2
Researcher 3
Researcher 4
Researcher 5
Researcher 6
Researcher 7
Researcher 8
Researcher 9
Explorations: 2-clique analysis and visualization
Clique membership
Clique productivity
Clique research classifications
Membership overlap between clans
Click on a clan
to explore
Flexible, user configurable, reporting
One toolset to serve multiple perspectives
Catalysing exploratory use of research analytics
Thank you.
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